World Investment Report 2017 2017-06-07

The annual world investment report presents foreign direct investment (FDI) trends and prospects at global, regional, and national levels. It also analyses the latest developments in new policy measures for investment promotion, facilitation, and regulation around the world and provides the annual update on investment treaties, their reform, and investment dispute settlement cases. The 2017 edition, subtitled "Investment and the Digital Economy," investigates the internationalization patterns of digital multinationals (MNEs) as well as the digitization effect on the global companies across all industries. It will provide insights to policymakers on how the digital economy impacts investment policies and how investment policy can support digital development with a view towards achieving the sustainable development goals.

World Investment Report 2017 2017-08-11

This report presents the latest trends in foreign direct investment (FDI) and contains an in-depth analysis of policy developments, investment prospects, and key emerging issues related to investment. The report finds that in 2016, global flows of FDI fell by about 2 per cent to $1.75 trillion. Investment in developing countries declined even more by 14 per cent, and flows to LEDCs and structurally weak economies remain volatile and low, althoughUNCTAD predicts a modest recovery of FDI flows in 2017. 2018, they are expected to remain well below their 2007 peak. Furthermore, this report builds on the track record and presents policy advice on how to deal with close to 3,000 old generation investment treaties, a key challenge for policymakers in today's global economy, is digital.
development the theme chapter of the report shows that the digital economy is having a major impact on global patterns of investment it provides important insights on the implications of the digital economy for investment policies designed for the analogue era and suggests how investment policy can support digital development


the global investment competitiveness report presents new insights and evidence on drivers of foreign direct investment fdi in developing countries and fdi s role in development the report s survey of 750 executives of multinational corporations finds that a business friendly legal and regulatory environment is a key driver of investment decisions in developing countries along with political stability security and macroeconomic conditions the report s topic specific chapters explore the potential of fdi to create new growth opportunities for local firms assess the power of tax holidays and other fiscal incentives to attract fdi analyze characteristics of fdi originating in developing countries and examine the experience of foreign investors in countries affected by conflict and fragility three key features of this global investment competitiveness report distinguish it from other publications on fdi first its insights are based on a combination of first hand perspectives of investors extensive analysis of available data and evidence and international good practices in investment policy design and implementation secondly rather than exploring broad fdi trends the report provides detailed and unique analysis of fdi depending on its motivation sector geographic origin and destination and phase of investment thirdly the report offers practical and actionable recommendations to policymakers in developing countries wishing to reform their business climates for increased investment competitiveness as such the report is meant to complement other knowledge products of the world bank group focused even more explicitly on country level data detailed reform diagnostics and presentation of best practices we are confident this report will bring value and fresh perspectives to a variety of audiences to governments and policymakers including investment promotion professionals the report offers direct insights into the role of government policies and actions in investors decision making to foreign investors and site location consultants the report provides information on fdi trends and drivers across sectors and geographies for academic audiences the new datasets on investment incentives and fdi motivations enables opportunities for additional research and analysis lastly for development assistance providers and other stakeholders the report highlights key approaches for maximizing fdi s benefits for development

Asia-Pacific Trade and Investment Report 2017 2017-11-16

this report aims to deepen understanding of trends and developments in trade investment and regional integration in the asia pacific region emerging issues in trade investment and trade facilitation policies and impacts of these policies on countries abilities to meet the challenges of achieving inclusive and sustainable development it offers innovative policy options to meet the challenges of achieving sustainable trade and investment it contains separate country and subregional country briefs part i delves into recent trends and developments pertaining to trade in merchandise and commercial services and foreign direct investment fdi flows part ii analyses how trade and investment are interlinked and can be channeled into sustainable development

Global Investment Competitiveness Report 2017/2018 2017-10-31
this inaugural flagship report on global investment competitiveness was developed as a joint initiative of the investment climate team in the world bank group’s trade and competitiveness global practice and the economics and private sector development vice presidency of the international finance corporation ifc acknowledgements


the global investment competitiveness report presents new insights and evidence on drivers of foreign direct investment fdi in developing countries and fdi’s role in development the report’s survey of 750 executives of multinational corporations finds that a business friendly legal and regulatory environment is a key driver of investment decisions in developing countries along with political stability security and macroeconomic conditions the report’s topic specific chapters explore the potential of fdi to create new growth opportunities for local firms assess the power of tax holidays and other fiscal incentives to attract fdi analyze characteristics of fdi originating in developing countries and examine the experience of foreign investors in countries affected by conflict and fragility three key features of this global investment competitiveness report distinguish it from other publications on fdi first its insights are based on a combination of first hand perspectives of investors extensive analysis of available data and evidence and international good practices in investment policy design and implementation secondly rather than exploring broad fdi trends the report provides detailed and unique analysis of fdi depending on its motivation sector geographic origin and destination and phase of investment thirdly the report offers practical and actionable recommendations to policymakers in developing countries wishing to reform their business climates for increased investment competitiveness as such the report is meant to complement other knowledge products of the world bank group focused even more explicitly on country level data detailed reform diagnostics and presentation of best practices we are confident this report will bring value and fresh perspectives to a variety of audiences to governments and policymakers including investment promotion professionals the report offers direct insights into the role of government policies and actions in investors decision making to foreign investors and site location consultants the report provides information on fdi trends and drivers across sectors and geographies for academic audiences the new datasets on investment incentives and fdi motivations enables opportunities for additional research and analysis lastly for development assistance providers and other stakeholders the report highlights key approaches for maximizing fdi’s benefits for development

EIB Investment Report 2017/2018 2017

this document presents a summary of the key findings of the eib investment report 2017 2018 as the bank’s flagship research report the investment report aims to deepen our understanding of investment and investment financing in the eu it presents and analyses the new 2017 release of the eib investment survey eibis of businesses in the eu which this year also includes a europe wide survey of municipal authorities

Asia-Pacific Trade and Investment Report 2017 2018-03-08

this report aims to deepen understanding of trends and developments in trade investment and regional integration in the asia pacific region emerging issues in trade investment and trade facilitation policies and impacts of these
policies on countries abilities to meet the challenges of achieving inclusive and sustainable development it offers innovative policy options to meet the challenges of achieving sustainable trade and investment it contains separate country and subregional country briefs part i delves into recent trends and developments pertaining to trade in merchandise and commercial services and foreign direct investment fdi flows part ii analyses how trade and investment are interlinked and can be channeled into sustainable development


the investment report issued annually by the european investment bank provides a comprehensive overview and analysis of investment and the financing of investment in the european union it combines the exploration of investment trends with in depth analysis focusing especially on the drivers and barriers to investment activity the report leverages on a unique set of databases and survey data including eibis an annual survey of 12 500 firms in europe which focuses on their assessment of investment and investment finance conditions and which allows analysis with firm balance sheet information the report provides critical inputs to policy debates on the need for public action on investment and on the types of intervention that can have the greatest impact this year s report addresses a moment of economic recovery in which investment growth overall is strong but downside risks to the economic outlook are rising it identifies many ways in which current investment is still structurally inadequate given the legacy effects of the recent crisis and the great challenges that lie ahead there is an urgent need to re tool europe from its infrastructure and innovation ecosystem through to its businesses and workers to enhance prosperity and social cohesion

**World Investment Report 2019 2019-08-09**

the 2019 edition of the world investment report focuses on special economic zones sezs which are widely used across most developing and many developed economies although the performance of many zones remains below expectations the rate of establishment of new zones is accelerating as governments increasingly compete for internationally mobile industrial activity policymakers face not only the traditional challenges to making sezs succeed including the need for strategic focus sound governance models and effective investment promotion tools but also new challenges brought about by the sustainable development imperative the new industrial revolution and changing patterns of international production the report explores the place of sezs in today s global investment landscape and provides guidance for policymakers on how to make sezs work for sustainable development it presents international investment trends and prospects at global regional and national levels as well as the evolution of international production and global value chains it analyses the latest developments in new policy measures for investment promotion facilitation and regulation around the world as well as updates on investment treaties their reform and investment dispute settlement cases

**World Investment Report 2023 2023-07-05**

since china adopted its open door policy in 1978 which altered its development strategy from self sufficiency to active participation in the world market its goal has remained unchanged to assist the readjustment of china s
the economy to coordinate its modernization programs and to improve its quality of life with the 1997 launch of the going global policy an outward focus regarding foreign investment was added to circumvent trade barriers and improve the competitiveness of Chinese firms in order to accommodate inward and outward investment. China's participation in the international investment regime has underpinned its efforts to join multilateral investment-related legal instruments and conclude international investment agreements. This collection, compiled by award-winning scholar Professor Julien Chaisse, explores the three distinct tracks of China's investment policy and strategy: bilateral agreements including those with the US and the EU, regional agreements including the free trade area of the Asia-Pacific, and global initiatives spearheaded by China's presidency of the G20 and its Belt and Road initiative. The book's overarching topic is whether these three tracks compete with each other or whether they complement one another, a question of profound importance for the country's political and economic future and world investment governance.

China's International Investment Strategy 2019-02-07

This book critically analyses the origins, the creation, and the evolution of an international law on investment contract protection.

State Responsibility for Breaches of Investment Contracts 2018-10-25

This report aims to provide policymakers with a comprehensive examination of project pipelines, a common concept in infrastructure planning and investment discussions, and one which has become a focal point in countries' efforts to implement their climate commitments.

Green Finance and Investment Developing Robust Project Pipelines for Low-Carbon Infrastructure 2018-11-12

The BRICS in the New International Legal Order on Investment 2020-03-31

Increasing international investment, the proliferation of international investment agreements, domestic legislation, and investor-state contracts have contributed to the development of a new field of international law that defines...
obligations between host states and foreign investors with investor state dispute settlement this involves not only vast sums but also a panoply of rights duties and shifting objectives at the juncture of national and international law and policy this engaging research handbook provides an authoritative account of these diverse investment law issues

**Research Handbook on Foreign Direct Investment 2019**

this is the first volume to examine and shed significant light on the issues challenges and prospects presented by foreign direct investment fdi in tourism a topic of increasing relevance in light of the covid 19 pandemic and economic consequences this book addresses the need to examine the tfdi phenomenon considering resilient tourism development approaches and includes discussion on impacts of a rapidly evolving global pandemic on tourism recognising that its impact on tourism has only just begun the book includes early estimates of the damage to the tourism economy and tfdi over 2020 and beyond it considers how the covid 19 pandemic may change society the economy and tourism and how some of the key research needs to understand these changes and contribute to a more sustainable post pandemic tourism sector through a collection of chapters focusing on principles practices and a diverse range of destination case studies the book considers tfdi from the economic social and environmental and regulatory perspectives thus the book will advance understanding of the positive and negative impacts of tfdi as well as how emerging problems and wider implications for local economies and communities can be managed more sustainably while also discussing the transformative opportunities offered by tfdi regarding key economic social and environmental issues this will be essential reading for upper level students and researchers in the field of tourism development

**Tourism and Foreign Direct Investment 2022-03-03**

the world investment report 2022 provides the latest trends and prospects for foreign direct investment it documents the recovery of cross border investment flows after the pandemic shock looking at greenfield investment in industry project finance in infrastructure and international production activities of the largest multinationals the report also reviews recent policy developments including trends in national investment policy measures and international investment agreements it presents an overview of international corporate taxation and national investment incentive schemes worldwide the theme chapter of the report examines the implications for investment and investment policies of ongoing reforms in international taxation including the adoption of a global minimum tax for multinationals and other mechanisms to counter harmful tax practices it looks at the overall expected impact on cross border investment flows with a specific focus on developing countries and assesses the effect on the use of common investment promotion tools such as fiscal incentives special economic zones and regional cooperation frameworks the report has a dedicated chapter on the global trends in financing
for sustainable development it presents key findings and policy implications for the consideration of the general assembly of the united nations

**World Investment Report 2022 2022-07-05**

with his comparative and analytical review of china's treaty policy and practice in international investment law vaccaro incisa draws the most detailed comprehensive effective and objective work ever published on this subject

**China's Treaty Policy and Practice in International Investment Law and Arbitration 2021-04-26**

this book is the first to systematically map the last step of the foreign investor's journey usually referred to as post investment aftercare or business retention and expansion it provides a wide range of approaches and strategies for host economies to better retain foreign investors encourage follow on expansions and achieve greater local economic embeddedness through a multi stakeholder dialogue leading to improvement of the overall business climate global foreign direct investments reached us 1.5 trillion in 2019 but this figure reduced by over 42 in 2020 due to the pandemic against this backdrop retaining established investors became even more important numerous organisations all over the world are dedicated to attracting foreign companies to invest in their markets facilitating this effort is a dynamic and competitive industry that involves international organisations supporting capacity building think tanks academia and consultants however once foreign companies decide to invest a critical question arises how can host economies grow and retain these foreign investments many host governments could do much better as there is very little post investment support for these foreign companies to help them grow their businesses throughout different stages of investment business and economic cycles this is where aftercare comes in in this book the authors include diverse examples from around the world to demonstrate aftercare best practices in action this book is an essential read for all public administration staff related to fdi attraction and promotion practitioners in the private sector and fdi consultants it will also be of great interest to multilateral organisations seeking to organise seminars and training courses for capacity building the book will also benefit researchers academics and postgraduate students of international relations foreign trade and internationalisation for further information see aftercareexplained.com

**Investment Aftercare Explained 2021-11-30**

this publication is a sequel to the oecd 2015 report on social impact investment sii building the evidence base bringing new evidence on the role of sii in financing sustainable development

**Social Impact Investment 2019 The Impact Imperative for Sustainable Development 2019-01-17**
the report was written by senior scholars of international studies and indian ocean studies and focuses on international relations in indian ocean region and covers many aspects of indo pacific the report includes both strategic review and major events and related data in this region this book also includes the origin the aims frameworks and regional and global impact of indo pacific the book includes the authors from 5 different institutes in china which provide readers with a full and authentic picture of indo pacific most recent development this year s annual report is the sixth of this kind and the only one which covers exclusive on the indian ocean region in china


this book analyzes the dispute settlement mechanisms under the eu china comprehensive agreement on investment cai including the already established mechanisms for general state to state dispute settlement and the mechanism to address differences for investment and sustainable development issues when china and the eu two of the biggest players in international investment announced the completion of the china european union cai negotiations the dispute settlement system remained incomplete while they reached an agreement on state to state dispute settlement the controversial investor state dispute settlement is subject to ongoing negotiations this book explores the possible procedural design of investor state dispute settlement mechanisms under the eu china cai including potential proposals issues and solutions in addition this work analyzes the separation connection and combination of state to state and investor state dispute settlement all with a mind to ensuring the function and operation of diverse mechanisms and establishing a comprehensive system for successful investment dispute settlement focusing on the complete dispute settlement system under the eu china cai this book will be a valuable resource for students academics and policymakers working in the areas of international dispute resolution international investment law international economic law and comparative law

International Investment and Dispute Settlement 2022-06-16

this book develops a conceptual framework that captures not only the tensions between constitutional values that are common to liberal democracies human rights democracy and the rule of law and the investment treaty regime but also the potential for co existence and complementarity

International Investment Protection and Constitutional Law 2022-11-25

this book provides a thorough understanding of the key policy debates on international trade and investment for development with a focus on the east african community eac to strengthen member states capacity to develop policies to promote their exports competitiveness and diversification beyond member states the book serves as a base for a deeper understanding of the challenges opportunities and requirements of the intra continental trade agreement which is now in sight with the ratification of the tripartite eac comesa sadc free trade area that is critical in addressing key constraints to trade in the african continent moreover the lessons from this edited
volume may also extend to the challenges and opportunities of the African Continental Free Trade Area. The book brings together a comprehensive overview and an evidence-based analysis that can be considered best practice in the region. The trade and investment policy analysis of constraints and opportunities aims to improve trade and competitiveness and covers macro economy wide meso sectoral and micro firm or household levels. This multi-level approach is crucial for understanding how current trade and investment policies limit competitiveness and diversification in order to identify more tangible policy action for overcoming such constraints. The individual contributors follow comprehensive applied empirical approaches and each chapter generates knowledge needed to identify key challenges and opportunities focusing on research led policy relevant approaches that enable readers to better understand national bilateral and multilateral cooperation as well as policies for sustainable development in East Africa. The contributors know the EAC context very well as their engagement in policymaking goes beyond the context of the papers they are writing about. The individual chapters were developed as part of a research and capacity building programme under the aegis of ACP and EU that we implemented in 2020-2022. The research project well fits into the frontiers in African Business Research series as we have many African contributors. The contributions matter to policymakers and academic circles for students. The book serves as an excellent guide for understanding international trade and investment theories and gaining up-to-date knowledge on developments in the world economy and their effects on developing countries and SDGs. Trade policy researchers and students will be able to extend theories and empirical data to address new and emerging topics beyond the settings already covered in the book.

Trade and Investment in East Africa 2022-11-01

This book examines the issue of foreign investor misconduct in modern international investment law focusing on the approach that international investment law as it currently operates has developed towards foreign investor misconduct. The term misconduct is not a legal notion but is used to describe a certain phenomenon, namely a group class of actions. This term is convenient since it makes it possible to introduce and describe the phenomenon as such without a division into concrete types of conduct like abuse of process, violation of national law, corruption, investment contrary to international norms and standards, etc. The term misconduct is intended to embrace various kinds of conduct on the part of foreign investors that the system of international investment law does not accept such as that which it regards as illegal against public policy or otherwise inappropriate and triggers legal consequences. Rarely, however, does international investment law clearly articulate what it considers unacceptable investor conduct and certainly not in any systematic fashion. As such, this book addresses the following questions: what types of investors' conduct are legally unacceptable, what mechanisms are available to deal with unacceptable investors' conduct, and what are the legal consequences?

Foreign Investor Misconduct in International Investment Law 2020-11-12

The 21st century era of globalization has opened up many investment alternatives for Africa. This book examines the role of FDI in Africa's socio-economic development with reference to Europe and two economic powers in Asia, China and India.
thailand has had a remarkable economic development trajectory over the past 60 years and foreign direct investment fdi has been pivotal in this success thailand was one of the first movers in opening up to manufacturing fdi and in establishing proactive investment promotion and facilitation policies

OECD Investment Policy Reviews: Thailand 2021-01-26

total investment in denmark has experienced a sharp slowdown following the global financial crisis this slowdown has coincided with a decline in labor productivity and expansion of the current account surplus this paper presents stylized facts summarizing the investment slowdown followed by an empirical analysis identifying its drivers the results suggest that the decline in output has contributed to investment slowdown consistent with predictions of the accelerator model however other factors including high leverage and structural rigidities in product markets also played a role

Investment Slowdown in Denmark: Diagnosis and Policy Options 2018-07-12

foreign investors often sustain injuries during violent situations such as riots revolutions civil wars and international armed conflicts there is a great deal of uncertainty about how effective investment treaty protections are in volatile times how they relate to other applicable legal frameworks and how they affect the state security policy and the post conflict transition to peace this book explores how foreign investment is protected in times of armed conflict under the investment treaty regime it does so by combining insights from different areas of international law including international investment law international humanitarian law international human rights law the law of state responsibility and the law of treaties while the protections have evolved over time with the investment treaty regime providing the strongest legal framework for protecting investors yet there has been an apparent shift in treaty practice towards safeguarding a state s security interests jure zrilic identifies and analyses the flaws in the existent normative framework but also highlights the potential that investment treaties have for minimising the devastating effects of armed conflict the book offers an analytical framework for assessing the investment treaty regime in times of armed conflict distinguishing between different paradigms and different types of conflicts crucially he argues that a new approach is needed to appropriately balance the competing interests of host states and investors when it comes to investment protection in armed conflicts

The Protection of Foreign Investment in Times of Armed Conflict 2019-10-12

a large amount of foreign direct investment fdi has been poured into africa in recent decades and these investments can come with adverse effects on the environment human rights and development at the same time investment treaties entered into by african states and aimed at promoting and protecting fdi seriously limit those
states ability to regulate such activities in the interests of affected communities whilst these tensions have generated global debate little attention has been paid to the legal status of many of these investment treaties and whether given their constitutional and customary international law obligations to act in the public interest african states truly have the capacity to conclude treaties which contain standards of investment protection expressly preventing or unduly abridging the exercise of their regulatory authority focusing on this question the investment treaty regime and public interest regulation in africa presents the imperatives theory a legal normative and principled framework for rethinking the legal status making and reform of investment treaties and investment dispute settlement in africa with relevant and significant implications for the global investment treaty regime

The Investment Treaty Regime and Public Interest Regulation in Africa 2022-08-11

yawen zheng evaluates china s foreign investment legal regime s guiding of its two way investments towards the country s development goals building technological capacity deepening integration into the global economy promoting green development protecting security and participating in global economic governance and rule making

China’s Foreign Investment Legal Regime 2023-01-09

the end of world war ii marked the beginning of a new golden era in international law treaties and international organisations proliferated at an unprecedented rate and many courts and tribunals were established with a view to ensuring the smooth operation of this new universe of international relations the network of courts and tribunals that exists today is an important feature of our global society it serves as an alternative to other sometimes more violent forms of dispute settlement the process of international adjudication is constantly evolving sometimes in unexpected ways through contributions from world renowned experts and emerging voices this book considers the future of international courts from a diverse range of perspectives it examines some of the regional institutional and procedural challenges that international courts face the rising influence of powerful states the turn to populism the interplay between courts the involvement of non state actors and third parties in international proceedings and more the book offers a timely discussion of these challenges with the future of several international courts hanging in the balance and the legitimacy of international adjudication being called constantly into question it should also serve as a reminder of the importance of international courts for the functioning of a rules based international order the future of international courts is essential reading for academics practitioners and students who are interested in international law including those who are interested in the role international courts play in international relations

The Future of International Courts 2019-02-26

this book critically analyses the availability of environmental counterclaims in investment arbitration presented by the respondent host state against the claimant investor it starts from the premise that the conflicting relation between investment law and environmental protection cannot always be avoided yet the instrument of environmental counterclaims in investment arbitration might alleviate such relation throughout its chapters this
book addresses the questions about the societal and practical relevance of seeking redress for environmental damage in investment arbitration the functioning of such instrument both in contract based and treaty based investment arbitration the suitability of arbitral tribunals to rule upon environmental issues and the kind of environmental damages that could be redressed most importantly by deconstructing the requirements of jurisdiction connection between main claim and counterclaim and cause of action this book provides the tools for the re conceptualisation of the instrument of counterclaims with the hope of harnessing its utility to achieve appropriate redress for environmental damages caused by foreign investors

**Environmental Counterclaims in Investment Arbitration 2024-01-08**

industrialization supported by industrial hubs has been widely associated with structural transformation and catch up but while the direct economic benefits of industrial hubs are significant their value lies first and foremost in their contribution as incubators of industrialization production and technological capability and innovation the oxford handbook of industrial hubs and economic development adopts an interdisciplinary approach to examine the conceptual underpinnings review empirical evidence of regions and economies and extract pertinent lessons for policy reasearchers and practitioners on the key drivers of success and failure for industrial hubs this handbook illustrates the diverse and complex nature of industrial hubs and shows how they promote industrialization economic structural transformation and technological catch up it explores the implications of emerging issues and trends such as environmental protection and sustainability technological advancement shifts in the global economy and urbanization

**The Oxford Handbook of Industrial Hubs and Economic Development 2020-07-23**

this report investigates the role of foreign direct investment fdi in helping developing countries participate in global value chains gvcs it combines the perspectives and strategies from three types of players multinational corporations domestic firms and governments it aims to provide practical guidance for developing countries to develop strategies that use fdi to strengthen gvc participation and upgrading the report has six main chapters 1 fdi and gvcs assesses the trade investment nexus and analyzes the effect of fdi in countries gvc participation and upgrading at the country level 2 mncs shape gvc development highlights mncs contribution to global economy and how their business strategies shape the evolution of gvcs the chapter also compares mncs business strategies in terms of outsourcing and offshoring risk mitigation and increasing market power across gvc archetypes 3 domestic firm perspectives on gvc participation looks at the various paths domestic firms can take to internationalize their production and trade investigates domestic firm characteristics that predict higher gvc participation and the effect of gvc participation on firm performance 4 investment policy and promotion what is in a government s toolbox summarizes the various policy instruments governments have at their disposal to help attract mncs to their country and facilitate gvc participation of domestic firms 5 integrating countries into gvcs draws on a range of case studies to illustrate how governments can develop coherent strategies and policy packages to integrate their countries into gvcs 6 fdi and gvcs in the wake of covid 19 reflects the impact of covid 19 on fdi and gvcs in the wake of covid 19 reflects the impact of covid 19 on fdi and gvcs in the wake of covid 19 reflects the impact of covid 19 on fdi and gvcs in the wake of covid 19 reflects the impact of covid 19 on fdi and gvcs in the wake of covid 19 reflects the impact of covid 19 on fdi and gvcs in the wake of covid 19 reflects the impact of covid 19 on fdi and gvcs in the wake of covid 19 reflects the impact of covid 19 on fdi and gvcs in the wake of covid 19 reflects the impact of covid 19 on fdi and gvcs
gvc archetypes these countries are 1 kenya horticulture 2 dominican republic textiles 3 mauritius tourism 4 malaysia electronics 5 china software two quantitative case studies rwanda west bengal india these use a combination of firm and transaction level datasets to study firm level dynamics that explain the role of multinational and domestic firms across gvc

An Investment Perspective on Global Value Chains 2021-06-15

this econac annual report sets out and analyses the main foreign direct investment fdi trends in the countries of latin america and the caribbean in the region fdi inflows were up by 13.2 year on year for the first time in five years at us 184.287 billion this performance is explained by higher flows into just a few countries however mainly brazil and mexico moreover it does not reflect equity investment but higher inflows in the form of intercompany loans and to a lesser extent reinvestment of earnings manufactures and services were the sectors receiving most equity although there was a slight rise in investment in natural resource sectors compared with 2018

Foreign Direct Investment in Latin America and the Caribbean 2019 2019-10-01

in recent years china the us and the eu and its member states have either promulgated new national laws and regulations or drastically revised existing ones to exert more rigorous government control over inward foreign direct investment fdi such government control pertains to the establishment of an ex ante review regime of fdi in the host state in sectors that are considered as sensitive or strategic with an aim to mitigate the security related implications this book conducts a systematic and up to date comparative study of the national security review regimes of china the us and the eu using germany as an exampling member state it answers a central research question of how domestic law should be formulated to adequately protect national security of the host state whilst posing minimum negative impacts to the free flow of cross border investment in addition to analyzing the latest development of the national security review regimes in aforementioned jurisdictions and identifying their commonalities and disparities this book establishes a normative framework regarding the design of a national security review regime in general and proposes specific legislative recommendations to further clarify the law this book will be of interest to scholars in the field of international and comparative investment law investors who seek better compliance programs in the host state and policymakers who aim for high quality regulation on foreign investment

National Security Review of Foreign Investment 2020-03-19

foreign direct investment fdi has grown considerably worldwide in recent decades alongside the no less considerable development of international supply chains in the european union eu stock held by foreign investors exceeds eur 6 billion while stock held in the rest of the world by eu investors exceeds eur 7 billion this important book analyses the current and proposed regimes of fdi screening in the eu highlighting mechanisms designed to enhance fdi s advantages and minimize its drawbacks leading practitioners policymakers and academics discuss the 2017 european commission proposal on fdi screening and its resulting regulation focusing on such issues and
topics as the following the economics of fdi screening rising protectionism versus further investment liberalization how the eu framework connects with wto rules the dangers of foreign investment in sectors essential to public order and security how the eu regulatory layer interacts with fdi screening at member state level and perceived lacunae in the way the eu addresses incoming fdi two detailed examples of how fdi screening works in practice are included along with a comparative view of fdi screening in the united states contributions commenting specifically on the eu regulation deal with the process of adopting the regulation and the impact of opposing views and how the regulation aligns with eu policy in the areas of trade investment and competition companies engaged in fdi or financial services will appreciate the detailed analysis of issues raised by this new eu policy instrument practitioners active in competition law particularly in a will welcome this clear commentary and analysis of a crucial component of eu policy in the related areas of trade and investment and policymakers will be encouraged to consider whether further regulatory changes are called for

EU Framework for Foreign Direct Investment Control 2019-12-18
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